ESG DATA GAPS & HOLES
The FoSDA Data Council perspective
Learn More

With the rising importance of sustainable investing and ESG disclosure
requirements for financial market participants, the Future of Sustainable Data
Alliance’s (FoSDA) DataCouncil seeks to:

Map ‘Gaps’ and ‘Holes’ in
currently available raw
ESG data

Identify the rationale
behind the classification
of Gaps and Holes

Share best practices and
approaches to fill
identified Gaps and Holes

Data ‘Gaps’

Data ‘Holes’

are defined as instances where reporting
frameworks exist, and datasets are requested
and collected – but they are not always
adequately populated.

go beyond Gaps, and represent instances
where there are limited robust frameworks,
guidance, or best practices, and where at
times there is uncertainty about what exact
data would be needed or most useful.

Identifying and mitigating ESG Data Gaps and Holes would not only allow market actors to fulfill their
upcoming ESG reporting obligations more accurately but would also facilitate their wider efforts in
financing the transition to a sustainable economy.
The following represents the first step in FoSDA’s Data Council work, setting out the findings of its initial
ESG data mapping.
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01 Principle ESG Data Gaps &Holes – initial findings
While the Data Council members acknowledged the continuous improvement of data reporting and
availability, they als o found general cons ens us that s ome critical ES G data points are mis s ing. The
res ults of FoS DA’s initial data mapping indicated that the mis s ing data comes in the form of both Gaps
and Holes . This points to a general alignment of indus try perceptions acros s different data providers
when cons idering the challenges of collecting ES G data. The review included data that contributed to
all components of ES G: environmental, s ocial and governance.
Regarding Data Gaps, the mos t critical mis s ing data points apparent to the Data Council included:

Energy consumption and production by source
Thes e data points are key components of new emerging reporting frameworks , s uch as the
EU S us tainable Finance Taxonomy and S us tainable Finance Dis clos ure Regulation (S FDR),
and therefore cons titute an important Data Gap.

Emissions of GHG and other ozone depleting substances
While the indus try has gained maturity on GHG emis s ions reporting, data remains
incons is tent and/or mis s ing and therefore s till repres ents a s ignificant Data Gap today.

Executive pay and board composition
While progres s has been achieved in governance data, executive pay and board compos ition
remain important Gaps .

Employee Health, Safety, Wellbeing and Benefits
While critical for Data Council members and des pite the emergence of reporting frameworks
on s ocial indicators , data availability and accuracy on this is s ue pres ents an enduring
challenge and an important Data Gap to call out.

Economic disclosure
There is inadequate reporting on key economic or financial information, s uch as revenue
breakdown per activity, although it was noted that s uch information is s et to become a
critical component under frameworks s uch as the EU Taxonomy.
Regarding emerging topics that s ociety is attempting to tackle and for which members of the Data
Council are keen to improve data acces s ibility, key elements flagged as Data Holes include:

Biodiversity and Nature
An emerging theme not yet properly captured in exis ting reporting frameworks , meant to
either identify company activities that would negatively affect nature or a company’s policy
on biodivers ity protection.

Supply chain reporting
Des pite s eeing an uptake in interes t, this is s ue pres ents challenges when formulating
indicators and achieving s tandardized reporting, particularly acros s a company’s extended
s upply chain.
Beyond thes e key Data Gaps and Holes , Data Council members als o identified challenges related to
clear-cut methodologies and approaches for calculating forward -looking metrics , for example GHG
emis s ion targets .
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02 More Gaps than Holes
Reflecting constant improvement, as well as difficulty in defining Holes
While contemporary analys is of the Data Council found more examples of ES G Data Gaps than Holes ,
this imbalance can partially be put down to the difficulty in identifying Data Holes – they are les s mature
in their development as points of reporting, as well as their us e in regulatory work on guidance, metrics
and s tandards . As the field of ES G inves ting and reporting develops , and focus s hifts to include new
ris k areas (e.g. biodivers ity), more ES G Data Holes are expected to become clearer.
In parallel, the volume of Data Gaps compared to Holes als o demons trates the continuous
improvement of data reporting, s upported both by the development of recognized frameworks and the
s ignificant increas e in corporate dis clos ure. The Data Council members acknowledge that the s ame
analys is conducted a decade ago would have led to a much more balanced dis tribution between Data
Gaps and Holes , and that s us tained improvement s hould be expected and s trived for in the future.
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03 Domain Discrepancies
ES G includes information relating to environmental, s ocial and governance domains . Data volumes and
categories are rapidly increas ing in all of thes e fields , and the FoS DA Data Council combined knowledge
from all of its members to identify s ubtopics of ES G that exhibited Gaps and Holes acros s the indus try.
E/S/G

Subcategory

Underlying
datapoint s

Presence
of Gaps

Presence
of Holes

Emis s ions

10

Yes

Yes

Water

5

Yes

No

Energy

7

Yes

Yes

Biodivers ity

7

Yes

Yes

Was te & Circular Economy

10

Yes

Yes

Geographical Pres ence

2

No

Yes

Corporate Inves tment & Performance Impact

11

Yes

Yes

Other S ignificant

4

Yes

Yes

Labour Conditions

11

Yes

Yes

Compliance to International Principles

2

Yes

Yes

Equality & Fairnes s

8

Yes

Yes

Human Rights

8

Yes

Yes

S upply Chain

4

Yes

Yes

Other S ignificant

6

Yes

Yes

S enior Leaders hip (corporate)

8

Yes

No

Corruption/Malpractice

4

Yes

Yes

Tax Policy & Fairnes s

6

Yes

No

Corporate S trategy

6

Yes

Yes

Digital & Data

2

Yes

No

Environmental

Social

Governance

Source: FoSDA Data Council
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FoSDA’s Data Council analysis highlights the difference in the maturity of the environmental (E) and
governance (G) domains compared to social (S) data. There is a significantly larger presence of Data
Gaps compared to Holes in the E and G domains and the analysis showed far more Data Holes in the
social domain, both numerically and as a percentage of other social -related data points mapped. This
is further illustrated in the table below.
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This discrepancy reflects in part a larger presence of recognized frameworks covering the necessary
environmental and governance data, while in the social domain multiple Data Holes remain.
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04 Data Gaps – Trends Identified
Further analys is of the Data Gaps revealed two additional trends :

Regional and sectoral differences should be addressed
●

●

The Data Council noted that regional and s ectoral divergences in ES G data availability and
accuracy exis t, driven by differences in regulatory regimes for ES G dis clos ure and the relative
maturity of company reporting practices acros s juris dictions .
The dis parate nature of outcomes and challenges relating to different rules and guidance along
thes e dimens ions reinforces the need to harmonize reporting with exis ting well-recognized
reporting frameworks (e.g., Value Reporting Foundation, TCFD, GRI)

Standardized data and disclosure practices to be enforced by regulators and
supported by technology
●

Inves tors need granular, s tandardized ES G data and ins ights , while the ES G data available today
is vas t and takes various forms . S tandardized data and dis clos ure practices are needed, and
technology will likely play a key role in capturing this data and mitigating is s ues currently s een
by data providers when collecting, aggregating, and as s es s ing ES G data. Further regulatory
guidance s etting out s tandardized data and dis clos ure practices would be welcome in this
res pect.
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05 Data Holes – Specific findings
Data Holes often mirror emerging s us tainability
challenges that s ociety is placing greater emphas is on.
A key example of a domain within which Data Holes
abound is biodiversity and nature , where market
participants are increas ingly concerned with meas uring
and managing natural capital, biodivers ity los s and
as s ociated ris ks . However, clear metrics that allow data
to be accurately captured and then compared are
needed.
As a follow up to FoS DA’s publication in December 2020
identifying biodivers ity as an example of a Data Hole. It
is important to note that a comprehens ive s et of metrics
for biodivers ity has not yet been agreed or widely us ed
acros s the indus try. The development of thes e metrics
may give ris e to further Data Gaps the indus try will need
to focus on. The advent of the Tas kforce for Naturerelated Financial Dis clos ure (TNFD) earlier this year
could help to s hape the metrics , requirements and
therefore data needs going forward.

A look at FoSDA’s Forward Looking Data
Workstream
Forward looking data is a unique data set
needed to make sustainable finance
decisions. This data differs from historical
data – which is the dominant form of issuer
and corporate disclosures – in that it cannot
be independently verified through audit. By
its nature, forward looking data has risks
embedded through using extrapolation,
estimat ion and predictions in generating
the datapoints.
Data Gaps and Data Holes also exist in
Forward Looking Data. This is most evident
in Environmental data as compared to
Social and Governance data sets.
For more detail and recommendations and
definitions regarding Forward Looking Data,
please see the FoSDA website.

Other examples of data points s uffering from this
challenge include:

Asset location, a key variable
when measuring the impact of
sustainability challenges, such
as physical climate risk or
biodiversity, on a specific facility

CapEx and OpEx per
activity for firms

Supply chain assessments, in
light of regulatory activity
expanding the scope of firms’
responsibility across borders

Holes were als o identified in s pecific indus try verticals , which will require deeper analys is . As an
example, s cope 1, 2 and 3 emis s ions generated by real es tate as s ets are a s pecific Data Hole agreed
by the Data Council as an output of initial mapping.
Data Holes become particularly relevant when required to comply with regulatory requirements . This is
the cas e with s ome elements of the EU’s Taxonomy. Activity-level datapoints , including GHG emis s ions ,
are examples of Data Holes that would be us ed by the indus try to s how compliance with the taxonomy.
Early identification of where the Data Holes exis t will help to s moothly onboard other taxonomies under
development acros s the globe and identify where challenges exis t for financial ins titutions .
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06 Initial Takeaways
From thes e initial findings , three key takeaways for market actors and policymakers include:

Adoption of a globally consistent reporting standard would provide a clearer
starting point for ESG data providers to base their analysis and research
Incons is tent reporting s tandards acros s juris dictions and market players have s ignificantly
s tifled the credibility and comparability of data. Becaus e of this , s takeholders s hould work
towards the creation of a globally agreed upon reporting framework, bas ed on exis ting
frameworks and bes t practice to ens ure international comparability and applicability.
Exis ting framework s hould als o addres s identified Data Holes as s tandards around thes e
emerging topics are urgently needed. Examples of regulatory developments underway from
the International Financial Reporting S tandards (IFRS ) Foundation or EU-led initiatives –
although not covering the s ame s cope of data – will likely res ult in more cons is tent
dis clos ure requirements . However, thes e initiatives mus t be s upported on a broader
international s cale.

Data Gaps exist but they are not all of the same importance
Market participants s hould agree and focus on the mos t critical Data Gaps (depending on
the location of their activity, their indus try, for example). S uch an approach would s upport
the development of a virtuous cycle that reinforce market confidence in ES G analytics . The
Data Council members will s hare their identification of the mos t critical current Data Gaps
from a data aggregator point of view to s upport s uch efforts .

Progress monitoring of the evolution of Data Gaps and Holes would be
valuable
To ens ure a clear view of how is s ues relating to ES G data develop over time, as well as to
inform s takeholders where urgent action is required (in cas es where improvement is not
s een). FoS DA’s Data Council will cons ider the us efulnes s of conducting this exercis e on a
regular bas is , pos s ibly annually, s o as to provide frequent updates to the market on the
relative improvements in ES G Data Gaps and Holes .

07 Next steps
Bas ed on this firs t s tep in FoS DA’s Data Council work and its initial ES G data mapping that has been
s hared in this document, we have identified three key s hort-term actions to purs ue our work:

STEP 01
Share our initial
ESG data mapping with
market participants

STEP 02
Propose non-exhaustive
list of metrics that could
address identified Data Holes

STEP 03
Detail existing framework
taxonomy in the light of
identified Data Gaps
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About FoSDA
The Future of Sustainable Data Alliance is looking to answer the question

“What data do investors and governments need to deploy capital sustainably and in line with t
requirements of regulators, citizens and the market now and in the future?
”
Investors need reliable, decision -ready data to confidently invest more in sustainable economic
activities – and FoSDA looks to act as a thought leader with the view to ensure the availability of the
data needed to accurately inform and increase capital raising nee ded to tackle global environmental
and social challenges.

About the Data Council
FoSDA’s Data Council was established in February 2021 and brings together ESG data providers in
order to gather market expertise from the ESG/sustainability data space. We believe that financial
markets have a critical role to play to enable and catalyze the investment needed mass decarbonizatio
of the global economy and to support the optimization of capital towards companies, countries an
d
projects that drive sustainable growth.
The Data Council members believe that there are areas that we can solve together, given our expertise
as data providers. In undertaking our work, we can also point to areas that are difficult to address
without reg ulatory intervention. In this way we can bring a unique contribution to the climate agenda.

FoSDA’s Data
Council members
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